Fabrication of unconventional energy storage devices with high stretchability and performance is challenging, but critical to practical operations of fully power-independent stretchable electronics. While supercapacitors represent a promising candidate for unconventional energy-storage devices, existing stretchable supercapacitors are limited by their low stretchability, complicated fabrication process, and high cost. Here, we report a simple and low-cost method to fabricate extremely stretchable and high-performance electrodes for supercapacitors based on new crumpled-graphene papers. Electrolyte-mediated-graphene paper bonded on a compliant substrate can be crumpled into self-organized patterns by harnessing mechanical instabilities in the graphene paper. As the substrate is stretched, the crumpled patterns unfold, maintaining high reliability of the graphene paper under multiple cycles of large deformation. Supercapacitor electrodes based on the crumpled graphene papers exhibit a unique combination of high stretchability (e.g., linear strain ,300%, areal strain ,800%), high electrochemical performance (e.g., specific capacitance ,196 F g 21 ), and high reliability (e.g., over 1000 stretch/relax cycles). An all-solid-state supercapacitor capable of large deformation is further fabricated to demonstrate practical applications of the crumpled-graphene-paper electrodes. Our method and design open a wide range of opportunities for manufacturing future energy-storage devices with desired deformability together with high performance. R ecent advances in materials science and electronics have boomed a nascent field of unconventional stretchable electronics, which can sustain large deformations and conform to surfaces with complicated geometries while maintaining normal functions and reliability [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . . Since most of the unconventional electronics run on electricity, electrical-energy-storage devices that can be integrated and deformed together with unconventional electronics have become indispensable in achieving fully power-independent and stretchable systems for realistic applications. Recently, novel forms of lithium-ion batteries capable of over 300% deformation have been developed with self-similar serpentine interconnects 14 and origami of thin sheets of the batteries 15 , respectively. In comparison with batteries, supercapacitors have the advantages of fast charge/ discharge rate and long operating life, and therefore represent a very promising candidate for energy-storage devices in unconventional electronics. Existing stretchable supercapacitors mostly use films or meshes of carbon nanotubes as electrodes [16] [17] [18] [19] . While these carbon nanotube-based supercapacitors can reach stretchability 30% to 100%, synthesis and fabrication of carbon nanotube-based stretchable supercapacitors are complicated and expensive. On the other hand, graphene has an ideal electrochemical capacitance as high as ,550 F g 2120, 21 ; and graphene-based materials in various forms, including curved graphene , have been made into supercapacitors with relatively simple fabrication processes and low costs. Despite the promising merits, existing graphene-based supercapacitors only exhibit flexibility and bendability 26 , but not high stretchability as required in unconventional electronics.
Fabrication of unconventional energy storage devices with high stretchability and performance is challenging, but critical to practical operations of fully power-independent stretchable electronics. While supercapacitors represent a promising candidate for unconventional energy-storage devices, existing stretchable supercapacitors are limited by their low stretchability, complicated fabrication process, and high cost. Here, we report a simple and low-cost method to fabricate extremely stretchable and high-performance electrodes for supercapacitors based on new crumpled-graphene papers. Electrolyte-mediated-graphene paper bonded on a compliant substrate can be crumpled into self-organized patterns by harnessing mechanical instabilities in the graphene paper. As the substrate is stretched, the crumpled patterns unfold, maintaining high reliability of the graphene paper under multiple cycles of large deformation. Supercapacitor electrodes based on the crumpled graphene papers exhibit a unique combination of high stretchability (e.g., linear strain ,300%, areal strain ,800%), high electrochemical performance (e.g., specific capacitance ,196 F g 21 ), and high reliability (e.g., over 1000 stretch/relax cycles). An all-solid-state supercapacitor capable of large deformation is further fabricated to demonstrate practical applications of the crumpled-graphene-paper electrodes. Our method and design open a wide range of opportunities for manufacturing future energy-storage devices with desired deformability together with high performance. R ecent advances in materials science and electronics have boomed a nascent field of unconventional stretchable electronics, which can sustain large deformations and conform to surfaces with complicated geometries while maintaining normal functions and reliability [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] . Various stretchable electronic devices have been developed for different applications, such as stretchable circuits 9 , loudspeakers 10 , pressure and strain sensors 2, 11 , stretchable transistors 12 , epidermal electronics 7 and implantable medical devices 13 . Since most of the unconventional electronics run on electricity, electrical-energy-storage devices that can be integrated and deformed together with unconventional electronics have become indispensable in achieving fully power-independent and stretchable systems for realistic applications. Recently, novel forms of lithium-ion batteries capable of over 300% deformation have been developed with self-similar serpentine interconnects 14 and origami of thin sheets of the batteries 15 , respectively. In comparison with batteries, supercapacitors have the advantages of fast charge/ discharge rate and long operating life, and therefore represent a very promising candidate for energy-storage devices in unconventional electronics. Existing stretchable supercapacitors mostly use films or meshes of carbon nanotubes as electrodes [16] [17] [18] [19] . While these carbon nanotube-based supercapacitors can reach stretchability 30% to 100%, synthesis and fabrication of carbon nanotube-based stretchable supercapacitors are complicated and expensive. On the other hand, graphene has an ideal electrochemical capacitance as high as ,550 F g
2120,21
; and graphene-based materials in various forms, including curved graphene 22 , activated graphene 20 , vertically oriented graphene 23 and solvated graphene 24, 25 , have been made into supercapacitors with relatively simple fabrication processes and low costs. Despite the promising merits, existing graphene-based supercapacitors only exhibit flexibility and bendability 26 , but not high stretchability as required in unconventional electronics.
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Here, we report a simple and low-cost method to fabricate extremely stretchable and high-performance supercapacitors based on novel crumpled-graphene-paper (CG-paper) electrodes, which demonstrate an unprecedented set of merits including extremely high stretchability (e.g., uniaxial strain ,300%, areal strain ,800%), high specific capacitance (e.g., ,196 F g 21 ), and high reliability (e.g., over 1000 stretch/relax cycles). We fabricate graphene paper with high packing density of graphene (,1.33 g cm
23
) and nano-porous structure, which result in its high specific capacitance 25, 27 . The graphene paper is then attached on an elastomer film that has been uniaxially or biaxially stretched to 1.5 , 5 times of its original dimensions. Thereafter, as the pre-stretches in the elastomer are relaxed, the lateral dimensions of the adhered graphene paper reduce by the same ratio as those of the elastomer film (Figs. 1a-c) . Microscopically, the graphene paper is folded and crumpled into patterns as shown in Figs. 1e and f due to localized mechanical instabilities [28] [29] [30] . When the elastomer film is stretched back, the CG-paper unfolds, enabling extremely high stretchability of the CG-paper electrode. In addition, the high toughness and flexibility of the graphene paper maintains high capacitance and reliability of the electrode under multiple cycles of large deformation.
Crumpling and unfolding graphene paper , 3M Inc., US), was biaxially stretched along two orthogonal in-plane directions by strains of e pre1 5 DL 1 /L 1 and e pre2 5 DL 2 /L 2 , where L 1 and L 2 are the side lengths of the undeformed elastomer, and DL 1 and DL 2 are the corresponding changes in lengths in the deformed elastomer. Since the elastomer film is highly stretchable, the pre-strains e pre1 and e pre2 are set in a range from 50% to 400%. A graphene paper with thickness in the range of 0.2 , 5 mm at the dehydrated state was fabricated following the procedure illustrated in Fig. S1 25, 27 . The as-prepared graphene paper was then bonded onto the pre-strained elastomer film by a dry-transfer method 28 ( Fig. S1) . Thereafter, the pre-strains in the elastomer film were relaxed along two directions sequentially (Figs. 1a-c, Fig. S1 ) to crumple the graphene paper. When the pre-strain in the elastomer film begins to relax uniaxially along one pre-stretched direction, wrinkles with sinusoidal undulation set in the graphene paper with wavelength 16, 30 
, where H f is the thickness of the graphene paper, m f and m s the shear moduli of the graphene paper and elastomer taken to be neo-Hooke materials, and L 5 [1 1 (1 1 e pre1 ) 2 (1 1 e pre2 )]/2(1 1 e pre2 ). The shear moduli of the graphene paper and the elastomer substrate have been measured to be m f 5 19 MPa and m s 5 20 kPa (Fig. S2) , respectively. Therefore, for a case with e pre1 5 250%, e pre2 5 0% and H f 52 mm (Fig. S3) , the wavelength of the wrinkle can be evaluated to be 46 mm, which is on the same order as the experimentally measured wavelength (,78 mm) of the wrinkles (Fig. S3a) .
As the pre-strain in the elastomer further relaxes uniaxially, the amplitude of some wrinkles increase more dramatically than others. Consequently, the initial wrinkles in the graphene paper transit into a pattern of localized ridges, which cease to follow the sinusoidal undulation of wrinkles (Fig. S3 ) 28, 29 . With further relaxation of the prestrain, the wavelength of the ridges decreases and the amplitude increases, leading to a pattern of high-aspect-ratio ridges (Fig.S3) .
When the pre-strain along the second direction is subsequently relaxed, the pattern formed on the elastomer will be compressed along the ridges, and therefore buckle and collapse. As a result, the biaxial compression of the graphene paper on the highly prestretched elastomer film crumples the paper into a pattern as shown on Fig. 1f . While similar crumpling patterns have been observed in nanofilms highly compressed on elastomers 13, 28, 29 and vilification of chicken guts 31 , to our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of crumpling graphene papers on substrates.
Furthermore, when the relaxed elastomer film is uniaxially or biaxially stretched, the crumpled-graphene paper will be unfolded, as the amplitude of the ridges decreases and their wavelength increases (Fig. S4 ). Owning to the relatively high fracture toughness and flexibility of the graphene paper (Fig. S5) , the graphene paper can maintain its integrity and electric conductivity over multiple crumpling/unfolding cycles (e.g., over 1000 cycles as shown in 
Electrochemical performance of CG-paper electrodes
To demonstrate the stretchability and performance of the CG-papers as supercapacitor electrodes, their cyclic voltammetry (CV) and galvanostatic charge/discharge behaviors were tested in aqueous electrolyte 1.0 M H 2 SO 4 solution. The electrodes were fabricated by crumpling graphene papers attached on uniaxially (e pre1 5 400%, e pre2 5 50%, Fig. 2a-c) or biaxially (e pre1 5 e pre2 5 400%, Figs. 2d-f) pre-stretched elastomer films.
Figures 2a and d present the CV curves of the CG-paper electrodes in both as-prepared (i.e., crumpled) and highly stretched (i.e., unfolded) states. It can be seen that all the curves exhibit a typical rectangular shape at a scan rate of 50 mV s 21 , indicating the behavior of an ideal double-layer electrochemical capacitor. It is noted that weak redox peaks are observed in the CV curves, due to the remaining oxygen-containing groups in the CG-papers. The redox peaks for CG-paper electrodes at stretched states are weaker than those at relaxed states, because the samples were first tested at the relaxed state, during which some oxygen-containing groups were consumed by the electrochemical cycles. In addition, no significant changes are observed in the CV curves of the CG-paper electrodes when they are either uniaxially stretched to strains of 100%, 200% and 300% (Fig. 2a) or biaxially stretched to a strain of 200% 3 200%, which is equivalent to 800% areal strain (Fig. 2d) . The electrochemical behaviors of the CG-paper electrodes subjected to large deformations were also examined by galvanostatic charge/discharge at different current densities and film thickness, as shown in The specific capacitances of the CG-paper electrodes calculated from the discharge slops at different charge/discharge current densities are given in Figs. 2c and f. We found that the CG-paper electrodes exhibit excellent gravimetric capacitance in the range of 166-196 F g 21 at the operation rate of 1 A g
21
. It is also demonstrated that the capacitances of the electrodes are insensitive to large deformation of the electrodes, as long as the applied strains on the CG-paper electrodes are smaller than the pre-strains in the elastomer film during the fabrication process. The high specific capacitance of the CG-paper is attributed to its intrinsic nanoporous structure (Fig. S8 ) and the pre-trapped electrolyte between individual sheets 25 . The results are further supported by the electrochemical impedance analysis (Fig. S9 ) and the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the folded and unfolded CG-paper films, in which no macro-cracks have been observed (Fig. S4 ). The energy densities of the CG-paper electrodes are calculated to be 28 and 30 Wh kg 21 , when subjected to a uniaxial strain of 300% or a biaxial strain of 200% 3 200% (Fig. S10) . Therefore, the CG-paper electrodes can sustain extremely large deformation either uniaxially or biaxially, while maintaining excellent capacitance.
In order to evaluate the potential of the CG-paper electrodes in practical applications, we further measured the electrochemical performance of the electrodes under multiple cycles of electrochemical and/or mechanical loadings. The electrochemical stability of the stretchable CG-paper electrodes was first evaluated by the galvanostatic charge/discharge cycling as the electrodes were subjected to large deformation. Figure 3a gives the normalized capacitances of the electrodes subjected to a uniaxial strain of 200%, as a function of the numbers of electrochemical charge/discharge cycles at a high current density of 10 A g 21 . Except that a very slight decline (about 4% of its initial value) occurs in the first 350 cycles, the capacitance remains unchanged for the rest of the 1000 tested cycles. Similar results were obtained from electrochemical tests on the undeformed electrodes over 5000 charge/discharge cycles (Fig. S11a) . In addition, no structural changes were observed in the CG-paper after 5000 cycles (see SEM images in Fig. S11b) .
We next carried out electrochemical characterization of CG-paper electrodes under large deformation over multiple cycles. Figure 3b shows the galvanostatic charge/discharge performance of the CGpaper electrode as a function of the number of cycles of uniaxial strain up to 200% applied on the electrode. Remarkably, followed by a slight degradation of ,5% of its initial capacitance (i.e., the capacitance in the undeformed state) in the first 100 cycles, the variation of the capacitance is confined in a very narrow range (94 , 96% of its initial capacitance) for the rest of the 1000 cycles (Fig. 3b, c) . The impedance spectra were also recorded to further investigate the influence of cyclic mechanical deformation on electrochemical performance of the CG-paper electrodes. As illustrated in the Nyquist plots in Fig. 3d , the CG-paper electrode displays a similar behavior in the high-frequency semicircle zone before and after experiencing multiple cycles of large deformation. The diameter of the semicircle is related to the charge transfer resistance R CT at the interface of the CG-paper electrode and electrolyte as well as the resistance within the pores of the CG-paper 24, 25, 32 . As shown in the inset of Fig. 3d , the extracted R CT remains constantly low (2.4 , 3.5 ohm) during the whole 1000 stretch/relaxation cycles in our experiments. The constantly low R CT indicates that the cyclic large deformation did not significantly increase the transfer resistance of the stretchable CG-paper electrodes or result in a reduction in the performance of the electrodes. Our results have shown an outstanding electrochemical stability of the CG-paper electrodes subjected to multiple cycles of both electromechanical loadings and mechanical stretches, proving the new CG-papers as a promising candidate for highly stretchable and high-performance supercapacitor electrodes.
Stretchable all-solid-state supercapacitors
The development of stretchable ionic conductors, such as hydrogels or polymer electrolytes, offers tremendous opportunity for portable and all-solid-state energy storage devices, thanks to their desirable electrochemical properties, excellent mechanical integrity, and high flexibility and stretchability 6, [32] [33] [34] [35] . The highly stretchable and tough hydrogels developed recently can elongate over 20 times of its initial length 36 , which makes it an excellent platform for fabricating flexible electronics as well as highly stretchable energy-storage devices such as supercapacitors. As demonstrated in Figs. 4a and b, we integrate two stretchable CG-paper electrodes with a stretchable polymer gel, poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-H 3 PO 4 , as the electrolyte and separator to fabricate an all-solid-state stretchable supercapacitor. The PVA-H 3 PO 4 can be stretched to strains of 300% uniaxially and 100% 3 100% biaxially without failure (Fig. S12) . Figures 4c and d give the CV curves and galvanostatic charge/discharge performance of the supercapacitor under different uniaxial tensile strains. The rectangular shape of the CV curves remains almost unchanged when the integrated device is uniaxially stretched to strains of 50%, 100% and 150%. Remarkably, the large uniaxial strains applied on the device have almost no influence on its electromechanical performance. This is also reflected in the galvanostatic charge/discharge curves given in Fig. 4d , which show nearly symmetric triangular shapes at a current density of 1 A g 21 . We also demonstrated that our device can maintain satisfactory performance when subjected to high biaxial strains. Figure S13 gives the electrochemical performance of the CG-paper-based supercapacitor subjected to biaxial strains. Some degradation of the device's capacitance was observed when the applied biaxial strains reached 50% 3 50% and 100% 3 100%. The degradation may be explained by the increased contact resistance between the current collectors and CG-paper electrodes, as indicated by the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) characterization in Fig. S14 . In addition, we presented the self-discharging performance of the supercapacitor in Fig. S15 . It can be seen that the supercapacitor shows a low leakage current of less than 13 mA after 6 h charging (Fig. S15a) . After pre-charging to 1 V, the open-circuit voltage of the supercapacitor drops to its 60% in 2.5 h, giving a self-discharging rate of more than 2.5 h (Fig. S15b) . It is expected that the performance of the CG-supercapacitor could be further improved by achieving better contacts between electrodes and current collectors and better electrical insulation of the separator between electrodes via innovations in design and integration. The output power can be further enhanced by a rational arrangement of multiple repeat units to form an array structure.
Discussion
Existing flexible or stretchable supercapacitor electrodes are mostly based on nanostructured carbon materials, such as graphene and carbon nanotubes. The graphene-based flexible supercapacitor electrodes have exhibited high specific capacitance (Fig. 5a) , and 170.6 F g 21 for liquid-mediated graphene 25 . These graphene based-supercapacitor electrodes, however, are at most bendable and flexible but not stretchable. Currently, most existing stretchable supercapacitors were fabricated based on buckled macrofilms of either carbon nanotubes or polypyrrole on PDMS 18, 32, 39, 40 . They can sustain the maximum strain in the range of 30%-120% 18, 32, 39, 40 , while their specific capacitances are generally in the range of 20-53 F g 21 (Fig. 5a ). Compared with the existing stretchable electrodes for supercapacitors, our CG-paper electrodes have demonstrated not only outstanding capacitive performance with the specific capacitance in the range of 166-196 F g 21 at a discharge rate of 1 A g 21 , but extremely high stretchability up to 300% linear strain and 800% areal strain (Fig. 5a) . At the device level, our CG-paper supercapacitors have demonstrated not only comparable performance on specific capacitance, in the range of 28-49 F g
21
, but much larger deformability, up to 150% uniaxial strain and 100% 3 100% biaxial strain (i.e., 300% areal strain) (Fig. 5b and Fig. S13 ). It should be noted that we used the mass of active materials (i.e., CG-papers) to calculate the specific capacitances and gravimetric energy densities of the electrodes and supercapacitors. While the inactive elastomers will evidently decrease the specific capacitances and energy densities of supercapacitors, very thin elastomer films may be used to minimize this effect. In addition, the elastomers also act as supportive substrates and sealing layers, which are inactive materials commonly used in other supercapacitors too.
The concept of crumpled-graphene paper electrodes conceived here enables us to fabricate supercapacitors with unprecedented mechanical deformability and high capacitive performance using a low-cost and simple fabrication process. The integration of our stretchable supercapacitors with other stretchable devices, such as sensors or actuators, represents a promising direction in developing self-contained stretchable functional units for a wide range of applications. In addition, the unique combination of mechanical principles (e.g., harnessing instabilities of papers) and materials designs (e.g., nanoporous graphene papers) leads to a general technological route that can empower great potential to fabricate various flexible and stretchable devices, ranging from sensors and actuators to integrated circuits and displays capable of complicated and large deformations. Our method and design may open a new avenue for manufacturing future electronic and energy-storage devices with desired deformability together with high performance.
Methods
Fabrication of graphene paper. Electrolyte-mediated graphene paper was fabricated according to the method reported previously 25, 27 . 100 mL 0.5 mg mL 21 highly concentrated graphene oxide (GO) solution (Graphene Supermarket, USA) was mixed with 0.2 mL hydrazine (35 wt% in water) and 0.35 mL ammonia (28% wt% in water) in a glass jar. The jar was heated in an oil bath (,100uC) with vigorous stirring for 3 hr. The reduced graphene oxide solution was then ready for further use. Graphene paper in the form of hydrogel was formed by vacuum filtration of the asprepared reduced graphene oxide solution through a mixed nitrocellulose filter membrane (47 mm in diameter, 0.05 mm pore size, EMD Millipore, USA). The vacuum was immediately disconnected once no reduced graphene oxide solution was left on the surface of filtrated graphene paper. The thickness of each graphene paper fabricated can be controlled by adjusting the volume of the reduced graphene oxide solution, typically 1-30 mL in our experiments. After removing the remaining ammonia and hydrazine by deionized water, the graphene paper was immersed in 5 M H 2 SO 4 /H 2 O miscible solution for 24 hour. The electrolyte of H 2 SO 4 was then exchanged with water in the hydrogel of graphene paper and trapped between graphene sheets in graphene paper after vacuum treatment. Then the electrolytemediated graphene paper is ready for further use. The as-prepared graphene paper exhibit a porous structure with pore size in the sub-micrometer scale, as shown in Fig.  S8 . The thickness of the as-obtained graphene paper is in the range of 0.2 , 5 mm, which is measured at dehydrated state. The graphene paper with a thickness of 2 mm or 0.8 mm is selected for the electrochemical characterization due to its better rate capability compared with that of thinner graphene paper (e.g. 0.4 mm).'' The graphene paper contains 0.02-0.72 mg cm 22 graphene. Light microscopy (Nikon ECLIPS LV100) and scanning electron microscopy (FEI XL30 SEM-FEG, USA) were used for morphology characterization of graphene paper at different strains.
Mechanical testing of graphene paper. The mechanical tests, including tensile and trouser tests, were conducted with a micro-strain analyzer (MSA, TA Instruments RSA III). The graphene paper samples were gripped using film tension clamps with a clamp compliance of ,0.2 mm N
21
. All tensile tests were conducted in a controlled strain mode with a preload of 0.01 N and a strain ramp of 0.05% min 21 unless otherwise specified. The sample width was measured using a digital caliper. The length between the clamps was automatically measured and recorded by the MSA. The thickness of graphene paper was measured from SEM imaging of the sectioned cross-section of the sample. Bending tests (Fig. S5) were performed under a light microscope. Graphene paper hydrogel film were cut to strips and pressed together using two glass slides. The edges of the graphene paper strip were kept in the same plane. The whole compress process was monitored by a light microscope using 53, 103 and 203 objectives as needed. The thickness of the graphene paper used in mechanical testing are in hydrate state.
Electrochemical testing of graphene paper. Cyclic voltammetry (CV), galvanostatic charge/discharge and electrochemical impedance analysis were conducted with a Potentiostat (Bio-logic SP300). The graphene paper electrodes were characterized using a standard three-electrode setup in 1 M H 2 SO 4 solution, including a graphene paper electrode as the working electrode, a platinum wire as the counter electrode, and a standard calomel electrode as the reference electrode. All the CV and galvanostatic charge/discharge of both the graphene paper electrodes and the supercapacitors were tested in an operation voltage range from 0 to 1.0 V, and were processed with MATLAB. The electrochemical impedance analysis was conducted at open circuit potential over the frequency range from 200 kHz to 100 mHz. The capacitance and energy density reported here are based on the mass of the active materials (CG-paper) used in the electrodes and the supercapacitors.
Fabrication and electrochemical testing of all-solid-state supercapacitors. The allsolid-state supercapacitor (Figs. 5a and b) was fabricated as follow. Firstly, the poly(vinyl) alcohol (PVA) gel electrolyte was prepared. 3 g PVA powder (MW 146000 , 186000) was dissolved in 30 mL deionized water. The solution was heated to 90uC under vigorous stirring for about 1 hour until it became clear. 4.5 g H 3 PO 4 was then added into the solution and was kept stirring for 10 min and cooled down to room temperature. After degasing in a vacuum chamber overnight, the prepared PVA-H 3 PO 4 solution was poured onto the top of the flat graphene paper adhered on a pre-stretched elastomer film (e.g. e pre1 5 e pre2 5 400%), and held for 30 min before relaxing the prestrain to allow the solution completely contact the graphene paper. About 0.2-0.5 cm margins of the origami graphene paper surface was left to be uncovered by the solution for electrical contact of the electrode by Pt wire. Then the electrode covered with a liquid layer solution was placed in a fume hood at room temperature for several hours to evaporate the water stored in PVA-H 3 PO 4 gel. Finally, the two electrodes were pressed together and heated to 80uC for 10 min to bond the two layers of electrolyte gel into one integrated all-solid-state supercapacitor. The PVA-H 3 PO 4 gel between the two electrodes serves as both polymer electrolyte and separator. The all-solid-state stretchable supercapacitors were characterized with a standard two-electrode system. 
